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Abstract
It is challengeable to utilize and integrate RFID data into current Enterprise Information
Systems because high volume of RFID data is captured at high speed and the data are in
heterogeneous formats. In this paper, we propose a “store and forward” and subscriptionbased integration approach in WinRFID Data Collector to solve the challenges. The Data
Collector is a middleware which processes and delivers data to end application based on
rules defined in subscription conditions. “Event Cycle” based data reporting defined in
EPCglobal Application Level Event specification is analyzed. WinRFID subscription is
proposed to provide real-time event notification. The data processing and integration
capability of the Data Collector is measured and analyzed.

1 Introduction
Enterprises utilize advanced computing technologies to achieve efficiency and cost
reduction in their operations, and improve productivity through the use of various
enterprise applications such as Supply Chain Management (SCM) [18] system, Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) [19] system, and Manufacturing Execution System [20]
[26] [27]. Such enterprise applications generate, collect and aggregate information about
raw material, products, equipments, shipments and personnel (these assets are
collectively referred to as business objects), through their identity, which is typically a
number unique to each business object. The methodology of assigning an identity to a
business object and automatically capturing the identity of the business object as it moves
within and across an enterprise is called Automatic Identification and Data Capture
(AIDC).
AIDC improves the efficiency and productivity of an enterprise application because it
uses a unique identity to simplify the description of a business object and speed up
information capture. For example, consider an Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tag
with an identity number (say “90258580B6464EA4”) attached to a laptop that is being
manufactured (assembled, packaged, inspected, checked-out), and an RFID reader reads
this number at one of the steps (say inspection) which in-turn is used to retrieve detail
information about the laptop from a database where the laptop is indexed by this number.
During this process, only the number needs to be exchanged between software programs
that are used in the enterprise applications. By using RFID automatic reading and ID of
the laptop, the time period required for gathering information about the business object
can be reduced significantly when compared to manually inputting the ID of the business
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object. Additionally, errors associated with manual entry such as keying in wrong
numbers are eliminated.
However, the identification data captured by AIDC devices such as an RFID reader
normally does not have complete information about the business object or activity
associated with the business object. In the above example, the laptop was identified by
the number 90258580B6464EA4 but not by its exact name or type. The process of
obtaining information associated with the ID (such as name of product, date of
manufacture, expiration date, factory it is produced in, name of supplier, name of
customer, etc.) is defined as Data Processing. Data Processing is typically conducted by a
software program called middleware, which:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Formats data – decodes the un-structured data (string or Byte array) into a
structured data based on a predetermined coding scheme. For example,
the number “90258580B6464EA4” represents a 64-bit SGTIN number
defined in EPCglobal, an organization that defines RFID standards and tag
data standards [16]. The SGTIN number consists of six fields:
a. bit 0 to bit 1 is Header which indicates a 64-bit SGTIN number.
b. bit 2 to bit 4 is Filter Value which is used for identifying the tag types.
c. bit 5 to bit 18 is Company Prefix Index which is used to look up a
Company Prefix registered to EPCglobal.
d. bit 19 to bit 38 is Item Reference which is used identify the type of an
item.
e. bit 39 to bit 63 is Serial Number which is an unique number of the
item in same type.
Based on the SGTIN coding scheme, the number “90258580B6464EA4”
can be decoded into: Header = “2”, Filter Value = “2”, Company Prefix
Index = “300”, Item Reference = “180315”, Serial Number = “4607652”.
Transforms data – the structured data may still not be usable by the
enterprise application because the enterprise application requires the data
in a different form. For example, a SCM system may not require all fields
contained in 90258580B6464EA4. It typically requires three fields:
Company Prefix Index, Item Reference, and Serial Number. In this case,
the extra data field contained in the number is discarded.
Dispatches data – the middleware usually is not the final user/consumer of
the identification data. The data needs to be sent to the enterprise
application.
Associates data – the identification data usually does not contain enough
information to describe a business activity such as fulfilling a particular
order. The association process converts the identification data into
business activity associated information. For example, if the RFID tag
number 90258580B6464EA4 (ID data) is read at Dock Door Number 4 of
Warehouse B in Company A, it may indicate (by way of a predefined rule)
that this shipment is Company C. Upon reading the RFID tag, a
transaction record called a business event is generated. Its corresponding
process such as sending a notification to Company C is then triggered.

As the emerging RFID technology is introduced as a new AIDC technology, the volume
of data and the speed of data are significantly increased. This is because:
(i)

An RFID system reads data 10-100 times faster than traditional barcode
scanning system [22]. This requires that the data processing system be
fast enough to processing (formatting, transformation, dispatching, and
association) such high data rates which traditional barcode based systems
do not have.
(ii)
The ability to read at much distances larger than traditional barcode
scanner and in region volumes that are larger than barcode scanner around
the reader result in greater amounts of data generated due to larger
numbers of tags in the read-range of a reader. For example, an RFID
reader may be able to read all the tagged items within a carton in a fraction
of a second provided they are within its antenna’s read range. For example,
seven terabyte data generated by the Wal-Mart RFID trial every day is
reported [24]. This implies that the RFID based AIDC system should have
to capabilities of handling such high volume of data while capture the data
without loss.
At the meantime, some RFID tags have user memory within which data can be written
and from which data can be retrieved. For example, the freshness of a product (such as
grocery) which degrades over time can be constantly recorded on a tag attached on it at
each transportation station from a packaging point to the shelf of a retail store. To process
the data in the user memory, actions such as comparing, searching, and pattern matching
may be required therefore memory-based tags increase the complexity of the data
processing.
The increased data volume, data capture speed, and the complexity of the data challenge
the data processing and integration. To ensure loss-less data capture and to provide
intelligently processed data to the enterprise application, “store and forward” approach is
used in this research. High speed and high volume data is buffered in the local cache of
the data capturing module – the Reader Coordinator (RC). This buffered data is then
processed by the data processing module – Data Collector (DC). This process is shown is
Figure 1.
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Fig. 1 Buffering via Queue between RC and DC

The DC collects identification data from the buffer, also defined as Data Source. It is the
middleware which formats, transforms and dispatches data to the enterprise application.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Data Integration in Enterprise Application
The availability of multiple independent, heterogeneous data sources is a necessary part
of enterprise applications. Different data sources are required to be combined, aggregated,
and provided unified data format to the user. As the data processing and integration
middleware, the DC collects, formats, and aggregates RFID data from the data source and
sends the data to enterprise application. To address the characteristics of the processing of
RFID data, existing data integration methods were researched and analyzed.
Data integration is a process of providing formatted and transformed data to the
enterprise application. Data integration has three roles to play as follows:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Data Source – It is the originator of data. It has various forms such Database
[11], XML documents [4], and Message Queue [3] etc.
Data Consumer - It is an application that requests data.
Data Server - It is an application that provides data. It receives queries from
Data Consumers and aggregate data from various Data Sources based on the
queries condition. The result of the query is formatted, transformed and the
returned to the Data Consumer.

As indicated in Figure 1, the DC is Data Server, Buffered data is the Data Source and
Application is the Data Consumer.
Various data integration methods are utilized by the Data Server. Relational database
query is the most researched data integration method. Various approaches exist for
optimizing data integration such as uniformed query interface and adaptive execution [3],
semantic integration [4], federated database system [5] [6], and global schemas with
constraints [7]. However, in the RFID-based AIDC infrastructure, high volume data
results due to the ability of the RFID reader to capture data at high speed data. Since the
database operation involves frequent disk I/O operations which slow down the speed of
database functions such as inserting data and updating data. The performance of
traditional databases typically can not keep up with the rate at which RFID data is
generated. Because of this reason, we do not use database integration methods.
Recently Web Services for enterprise application integration [8] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14]
has become a widely researched topic. Web services is based on standard protocols
(XML based document format with HTTP transport protocol) provide a small
autonomous unit of business function which is distributed over the Internet to facilitate in
aggregation a heterogeneous enterprise environment. It provides a platform independent
integration mechanism since standard protocols are used. Using Web Services, an

integration bus could be established to conquer the “spaghetti” [12] puzzle that traditional
approaches usually entail.
Web Services for data integration has gained attention from researchers. For example,
Zhu et al. propose a service-oriented data integration architecture (SODIA) [9], which
provides a unified view of data from various data sources. The topic that they address in
their research is that the data sources are unknown at design time. They use semantically
described Web Service for data processing. SODIA can provide a dynamically unified
data view from various antonymous, heterogeneous data sources. Hansen et al. use an
aggregation model (data integration) [8] for the global provisioning system. In their
research, Web Service is used to extract and integration business data in the
heterogeneous business systems. Our thesis is that Web Service is the most suitable
approach for a heterogeneous environment where various data sources and various
applications are present. However, although the Web Service approach solves the
challenge of integrating heterogeneous data sources with heterogeneous applications, it is
not a real-time data notification integration approach. Since one of the advantages of
RFID is that it provides real-time visibility because of its non-line-of-sight functionality,
to utilize RFID effectively, a real-time notification integration approach needs to be
investigated.

2.2 Data Subscription - The Application Level Event Interface
Application Level Event (ALE) is a RFID data oriented processing and integration
specification that defines how to accumulate, filter, and group EPC data and how to send
(defined as “report” in ALE) the results to the client – the enterprise application which
subscribes data to ALE. ALE interface [15] was proposed by EPCGlobal, a joint venture
set up by Uniform Code Council (UCC), which licensed the Electronic Product Code
(EPC) technologies developed by the Auto-ID Center, and European Article Number
(EAN) International, the bar code standards body in Europe, to process EPC data and
deliver data to enterprise applications. Two types of data delivery approaches are defined
in ALE. One is based on “event cycle” model which returns data periodically. The other
is “poll” or “immediate” model which returns the data synchronously. Figure 2 shows
the ALE data reporting mechanism.

Fig. 2 ALE Reporting [16]
In the ALE, the “read cycle” is the smallest unit of interaction with a data source (such as
reader). It may contain a set of EPC data as the result. The “event cycle” is the superset of
the “read cycle”. It contains one or more “read cycles”. When the client subscribes to the
ALE, it defines the boundary condition such as read duration, report repeat period,
triggers, and where to report etc. The boundary condition, along with filtration condition,
grouping condition and output formats etc forms ECSpec [16]. The ECSpec is registered
to the ALE and is used as the criteria for data processing and dispatching.
The “poll” or “immediate” operation provides an interaction between the client
application and the ALE. The “poll” operation executes an ECSpec that has already been
registered on the ALE. The “immediate” operation needs the client to provide an ECSpec
along with the request. Both operations will block the “event cycle” operation of the
requesting client.
ALE currently serves as the standard EPC data integration interface. Most EPCcompliant middleware are claimed to have implemented the ALE specification. Since
ALE is based on the EPC, it supports only the EPC-enabled applications. The data
acquisition is “call-response” model or “call-once-response periodically” model. The
ALE has several drawbacks which limits the application of ALE. Firstly, it is not
suitable for the hybrid enterprise identification system where multiple identification
technologies are used. Secondly, many applications are relying on ID only, without an
encoding scheme. In this case ALE subscription process only increases the system
complexity. Thirdly, the ALE subscription is not an event driven process and therefore
not suitable for real-time applications. To solve the limitation of ALE and to provide
real-time data notification to the enterprise application, we propose WinRFID
subscription mechanism in this research.

3 Architecture

In the WinRFID network, identification data captured by the RC is stored in local cache
in the form of message queue. This data needs to be aggregated and transformed before
being delivered to the enterprise application. The DC is a data processing and integration
middleware which takes charge of data formatting, data transformation and sending data
to enterprise application. The reasons of separating the data processing and integration
module (RC) from the data capturing module (DC) are:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

The identification data capture process should capture data rapidly. As we
discussed before, the data operations (formatting, transforming, and
dispatching) are time consuming. If too many data operations are
conducted in the RC, the RC may not be able to capture all the data
coming in especially when a large number of readers are managed by the
RC.
Since the DC is an independent process, by running it on highly powerful
CPU’s, it can handle complicate data processing without compromising
the performance of the data capture module.
By separating the functionality, the RFID network can be made more
flexible and scalable because additional functional modules can be
installed based on demand.

Figure 3 shows the architecture of the DC. The DC collects data from multiple Data
Sources which contain the identification data captured by the RC. The enterprise
applications subscribe to the DC by sending ALE or WinRFID subscription condition – a
set of rules which are used for data processing to the DC.

Fig. 3 Architecture of Data Collector

Four major function modules are defined in the DC.
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

Data Collection and Formatting Module – this module extracts data from
caches generated by RCs. The formatting module compares the pattern of the
raw data and converts the raw data to the formatted data structure based on the
coding protocol of the ID.
Subscription/Reporting Module – Two types of subscriptions and reporting
are proposed or implemented in the DC. They are:
1) ALE subscriptions/reporting, which is the implementation of ALE
specification. Data aggregation and reporting are based on “Event Cycle”
defined in ECSpec.
2) WinRFID subscription/reporting, which provides real-time reporting or
“pushing”. The WinRFID subscription data processing is based on
filtration patterns – a set of condition which defines how the filter out
irrelevant data and data format templates – pre-defined format that guide
the DC to transform data into desired format.
Two arrays of subscriptions are maintained in the DC respectively.
Subscription Processing Module – This is the core processor of the DC. The
formatted data is calculated against the subscription conditions and the rules.
Rules Processing Module – Generates the rules based on the subscription
conditions.

The Subscription Processing Module and Rule Processing are bounded in both WinRFID
Subscription and ALE Subscription. The data processing relies on the subscription
condition which defined by the client application (the enterprise application). Since the
client decides how to process data and how to return data, the subscription based data
processing is suitable for heterogeneous application environment where various
applications present. WinRFID subscription provide

4 Data Collection and Formatting
In the WinRFID-supported automatic identification application environment, the
identification data captured by RC is stored in a local cache. Since the RCs are distributed
across the enterprise physically and logically, the caches are spread across the enterprise
as well. Caches are defined as Data Source. Relationships of the Data Source (DS) and
the DC are represented by Figure 4. They could be “one to one”, which means one DC
collects data from only one Data Source; “one to many”, which means one DC collects
data from more than one Data Source; and “many to one”, which means more than one
DC can collect data from one Data Source.
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Fig. 4 The relationships between the data sources and the Data Collector
(DS represents data source and DC represents Data Collector)
The data stored in the DS is in the native formats (the data structure to accommodate the
identification data) defined in WinRFID. It contains information including time (when
the data is captured), location (where the data is captured) and content (RFID tag ID,
barcode number, non-structure data, and system event and exception etc.). Once the data
is extracted from the Data Source, the content (in form of string, number, or byte array)
of the data is decoded into the structured data using the coding scheme defined in RC.

5 Subscription and Reporting
Once the data is formatted, it is processed against the subscriptions. The DC supports
both “push” data dispatching model – WinRFID subscription – and “pull” data
dispatching model – ALE subscription. The WinRFID subscription pushes the data to the
client application when the incoming data satisfies the subscription conditions and has
been processed. The ALE subscription executes the subscription based on the time
interval or trigger defined by the subscription conditions and returns the data periodically.

5.1 ALE Subscription and Reporting
ALE subscription and reporting module is the implementation of the EPCglobal
Application Level Event Specification [15]. The output is the reports in the format
defined by the subscription.
In ALE specification, the filtration conditions are sets of “include” and “exclude”
patterns. The EPC pattern structure [16] defined in the EPC Tag Data Standards is used to
present the patterns. For example, “urn:epc:pat:gid-96:20.300.*” indicates all the General
Identifier (GID) tags that has company id 20 (Domain Manager ID) and product id 200
(Object Class) belong to this category. Only the tags satisfy both include patterns and
exclude patterns will be reported to the client. Within the “include” patterns, the result is
the logical OR of the each pattern, within the “exclude” patterns, the result is the logical
AND of each pattern. The report could be a set of individual EPC tags or the summary of
the accumulated result. The report can be grouped based on the specification. The

grouping conditions are also a set of patterns represented by the pattern structures that
defined in the EPC Tag Data Standards.
In terms of the mathematical format, the following relationship exists.
Report (I, E, G) = { F(I, E, Ti)|g1, F(I, E, Ti)|g2, ……, F(I, E, Ti)|gn}

(1)

Where Ti is the input EPC tag ids within an event cycle; I is a set of include patterns; E is
a set of exclude patterns; and G is a set of group conditions. F(I, E, Ti)|g1 means that the
tag satisfied the filtration conditions are grouped together in group g1.

F ( I , E , T i ) | g j = g ( T i | (( T i ∈ i1 ) |... |( T i ∈ i m )) & ( T i ∉ e1 ) & ... & ( T i ∉ e n ) )

(2)

Where im is a one include pattern; en is a one exclude pattern; function g is the group
operation under group condition gi. An example of subscription and reports of the ALE
subscription/report could be found in Appendix 1.

5.2 WinRFID Subscription and Reporting
(1). Rule Based Subscription
The WinRFID subscription is based on the data types defined. It is rule-based and
contains a set of “include” and “exclude” conditions. The client defines the subscription
condition with composite rules. The rules are semantically organized to XML
encapsulated format. For example, the following XML string is a rule. It is a check
condition which means all the tags with id greater than “90258580B6464EA4” satisfy the
condition.
<Condition Operation="Greater" ClassName="TAG" FieldName="id" Value="90258580B6464EA4"/>

The subscription is an event-based subscription, or “push” subscription. Data collected
from Data Source is checked against the client subscription conditions. If the data
satisfies the conditions for a particular subscription, it is pushed to the client data
processing module indicated in the URL. The rule based data checking is based on the
Boolean logic operation of on a set of conditions. For example, the following conditions
are a rule to filter the data:
<Conditions BL=”OR”>
<Conditions BL=”AND”>
<Condition Expression = “TAG.id &lt 6520222”/>
<Condition Expression = “TAG.id &gt 1883” />
</Conditions>
<Condition Expression = “TAG.send_id &et 1.wireless.ucla.edu”/>
</Conditions>

TAG is a predefined data type. An instance of TAG is tag in this example. It represents
the logic: if the id of a tag is greater than 1883 and less than 6520222 or the sender id of
the tag equal to “1.wireless.ucla.edu”, the tag satisfies the condition.
(2). Data Transformation
To support the diverse requirement of different applications, data transformation is
supported during subscription. It converts and maps the data from one format to another
so that a client can control the output data format. Extensible Stylesheet Language
Transform (XSLT) and XQuery [17] are the commonly used methods for transforming
the XML-structured data. The native data defined in DC is structured data. Each type can
be transformed into XML format so that it can be used as a data source of transformation..
The transformation scheme (XSL Stylesheet) which defines the transformation rules is
used in XSLT. The following is an example of a transformation scheme.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<Transformation type="EXTERNAL">
<value>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
<xsl:template match="/">
<Result>
<xsl:for-each select="TAG">
<tag_id>
<xsl:value-of select="value"/>
</tag_id>
<xsl:choose>
<location>
<xsl:when test="sender_id == 1.wireless.ucla.edu">
dock_door_at_EngVI
</xsl:when>
<xsl:otherwise>
<xsl:value-of select="sender_id"/>
</xsl:otherwise>
</location>
</xsl:choose>
<time_stamp>
<xsl:value-of select="time"/>
</time_stamp>
</xsl:for-each>
</Result>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
</value>
</Transformation>

This example transforms a TAG type data into XML format. Only three fields in TAG:
“value”, “sender_id” and “time” are reserved (the rest are discarded). The “value” is
transformed to “tag_id”. The “sender_id” is transformed to “location”. During to the
transformation, the “sender_id” is checked against the criteria. If the “sender_id” equals
to “1.wireless.ucla.edu”, it will be transformed to “dock_door_at_EngVI”, otherwise it
keeps the original value. This is one way to convert the logic id to a physical location.

If a reader named “1.wireless.ucla.edu” captures a Alien Class 1 tag with id
“90258580B6464EA4” at time “6/15/2006 4:44:36 PM”, a TAG data {”6/15/2006
4:44:36 PM”, ”1.wireless.ucla.edu”,””, “1002000202002020”, “1”, ”Alien Class 1”} is
generated.
The fields here are as follows:
a. Field 1 - time stamp. It indicates when the RFID data is captured.
b. Field 2 - sender id. It indicates which reader read this data.
c. Field 3 - binding content. It is used to accommodate the user data which
may carried by RFID tag.
d. Field 4 - id. The RFID tag id.
e. Field 5 - antenna id. It is reader antenna id. Some readers such as Symbol
XR400 supports up to 32 antenna. Each antenna may physically installed
at different location such as dock 1, 2, … 3, etc. Only reader id can not
determine the exact location where the tag is captured. Antenna id is used
to assist determining the location.
f. Field 6 - tag type. The RFID tag type.
After the transformation, the following XML file results:
<Result>
<tag_id>90258580B6464EA4</tag_id>
<location> dock_door_at_EngVI</location>
<time_stamp>6/15/2006 4:44:36 PM</time_stamp>
</Result>

The transformation and the output are defined by the client. More complex
transformations can be defined by following the XSLT syntax.
(3). Subscription Processing
Subscription is defined by the condition in XML form. Since data filtration, data
transformation, and data delivery are three major functions in the subscription process,
three sections exist in the subscription condition respectively. They are:
1. General definition: This section contains the definition. It includes data type and
URL which indicates the location of the data processing module of the client
application.
2. This section contains transformation rules. It could either be external such that
only the pointer of the XSLT schema file is embedded or internal such that the
whole transformation schema is embedded.
3. This section contains the conditions that used for filtering data.
The following XML code is an example of a subscription.
<WinRFIDSubscription type="TAG"
receiverURL="http://localhost//process.aspx">

<Transformation type="EXTERNAL">
<value>http://164.67.192.247/Tramforms/tag.xsd</value>
</Transformation>
<SubscriptionCondition>
<Conditions LogicalOperation="AND">
<Condition Operation="Greater" ClassName="TAG" FieldName="id"
Value="E000010002884889289298492"/>
</Conditions>
</SubscriptionCondition>
</WinRFIDSubscription>

The data that satisfies the subscription conditions will be sent to the URL indicated by
receiverURL in the code. The data is formatted into XML format before being sent to the
the data processing module of the client application. The following is an example code of
the data processing module of the client application. It is written by C# script language
and hosted by the Microsoft Internet Information Service (IIS).
<%@
<%@
<%@
<%@
<%@

Page Language="C#" %>
Import Namespace="System.Data" %>
Import Namespace="System.Data.SqlClient" %>
Import Namespace="System.Web" %>
Import Namespace="System.Xml" %>

<%
try
{
byte[] data = Request.BinaryRead(Request.TotalBytes);
string s = System.Text.Encoding.Unicode.GetString(data);
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
doc.LoadXml(s);
TAG tag = new TAG(doc.DocumentElement);
//Pseduo code
Process(tag);
}
catch (Exception ex){ Response.Write(ssss);}
%>

The client can format the XML data transferred from the DC into correct format because
it defines desired data fields in the transformation condition.

6. Measure the Data Integration Capability of the DC
As we mentioned early, a message-based “Store and Forward” data capture and process
methodology is used. High volume data captured by the RC is buffered as locally cached
data. The DC then reads the data from the local cache and then formats, transforms, and
delivers the data to the subscribers. Since the data processing component (DC) is
separated from the data capturing component (RC). Although the performance of the DC
would not affect the data capture capability, it is important to know the data integration

capability of the DC so that the data processing can be balanced in the infrastructure by
adding or removing DCs.
In the experiment, the DC runs on Dell Precision 650 workstation equipped with 2.0 GHz
Xeon Processor and 1.0 GB RAM. The operating system is Windows Server 2003. The
captured data is buffered in a message queue. Each record of data is a message. Four
scenarios which cover all the possible combination of data processing are tested, and they
are:
(i)
Data cache only without client subscriptions. In this scenario, the data is
stored to a database.
(ii)
One WinRFID subscription. In this scenario, besides being stored to database,
the data is formatted, transformed and delivered to the client based on the
subscription conditions.
(iii) One ALE subscription. In this scenario, besides being stored to database, the
data is formatted, grouped and delivered to the client based on the ALE
ECSpec.
(iv)
One WinRFID subscription and one ALE subscription. In this scenario, both
WinRFID subscription and ALE subscription exist.
For each scenario, the speed of data processing (in terms of how many reads per second)
and the CPU usage are evaluated.
Figure 5 shows the number of messages that can be processed per second by the DC in a
four-minute duration window. The average process speed of the DC is 100 messages per
second. We observed that both WinRFID and ALE subscription affects the process speed.
In the evaluation, the average process speed is 107 messages/second under the condition
of “no subscription”, 97 messages/second under the condition of “one WinRFID
subscription”, 102 messages/second under the condition of “one ALE subscription”, and
90 messages/second under the condition of “one WinRFID subscription and one ALE
subscription”.
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Fig. 6 Data Collector Performance Evaluation
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Figure 6 shows the CPU usage in a four-minute window. The average CPU usage is
12.6% under the condition of “No subscription”, 17.3% under the condition of “One
WinRFID subscription”, 12.8% under the condition of “One ALE subscription”, and
17.4% under the condition of “One WinRFID subscription and One ALE subscription”.
From the experiment, we observed that the data processing takes significant amount of
time. More actions on the data lead less messages-processed-per-second and cause
higher CPU usage. If the data capturing is bounded with the data processing in a single
process, it is very difficult to achieve the lossless data capture because the data
processing require too much time which blocks the data capture. The result of the
experiment proves that the buffering between data capturing module and data processing
module is necessary. In the meantime, the result can be used as reference for the design
and use of the DC in the following manners.
1) In most cases, the high volume data capture at high speed happens within a short
period. The buffering and processing approach used in DC is able to handle such
data.
2) If high volume and high speed data capturing is presentI for a long time period,
multiple DCs should be utilized.
3) Data transformation in the subscription affects the processing speed. Complicated
transformations should not be put in every subscription.

7 Summary
Identification technologies are increasingly being used to connect the business logic
operation of an enterprise with the physical business objects in the enterprise I.T. systems
to improve enterprise productivity and reduce the cost of operation. However, challenges
of application integration exist as the new and advanced AIDC technologies such as
RFID are introduced. This is because RFID brings in significantly higher volumes of data
with much higher speed of data capture, resulting in large data rates that must be
managed by the enterprise applications. To effectively utilize RFID data, we utilized a
subscription-based data integration methodology and implementation of rule-based data
processing – DC. The advantage of the subscription based approach is that it provides a
generic way for supporting diverse enterprise applications. Each enterprise application
defines its own subscription conditions using filtration criteria, event triggers, data
transformation schema and the URL where the data will be processed.
Two subscription mechanisms are implemented in the DC. One is the ALE subscription
which provides data to the client periodically. The other is WinRFID subscription that
provides real-time data processing and notification. WinRFID subscription also performs
data transformation and which allows a client to define the data format. The subscription
condition generation and process, data reports mechanisms and data representation
format have been presented and discussed.
Experiments conducted on data integration capability of DC indicate that the data
processing is the bottleneck when utilizing RFID for enterprise applications. We use

“store and forward” buffering to eliminate the possible performance degradation of data
capture affected by the data processing. It is observed that the data transformation is a
significant factor which slows down the data processing. The data transformation in
WinRFID subscription causes 5% percent CPU usage increase. At the meantime, 10%
less number of messages are processed. A high performance data transformation method
is required to be researched and applied to the WinRFID subscription.
Although data capturing is not affected by data processing, the average data processing
speed of 100 messages per second is still incapable of providing real-time data processing
and delivery in a high volume and high speed data capturing environment. Several issues
require further researched specifically along the following topic lines:
1. Rule based data formatting. The current data formatting is based on the coding
scheme and patterns. As the data formats increase, it is a challenge for the data
processing module to format data. Rule based data formatting allows user to add
decoding scheme without modifying the system.
2. The high performance transformation. The XSLT based transformation can not
fulfill high speed data processing. High performance transformation engine is
required in an RFID data capture and processing environment.
3. Parallel data processing. Parallel data processing allows multiple data have been
processed simultaneously. It would significantly increase the performance of the
data processing.
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APPENDIX 1
ALE subscription sample:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<ale:ECSPec xmlns:ale="urn:epcglobal:xsd:1"
xmlns:epcglobal="urn:epcglobal:xsd:1"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="urn:epcglobal:ale:xsd:1 ale:xsd"
schemaVersion="1.0"
creationDate="6/12/2006 9:04:03 PM"
includeSpecInReports="False"
specName="dock door processer">
<logicalReaders>
<logicalReader>dock1.winmec.ucla.edu</logicalReader>
<logicalReader>dock2.winmec.ucla.edu</logicalReader>
</logicalReaders>
<boundarySpec>
<startTrigger>http://epcserver1.winmec.ucla.edu/start1</startTrigger>
<stopTrigger>http://epcserver1.winmec.ucla.edu/stop1</stopTrigger>
<repeatPeriod unit="MS">5000</repeatPeriod>
<duration unit="MS">1000</duration>
<staleSetInterval unit="MS">2000</staleSetInterval>
</boundarySpec>
<reportSpecs>
<reportSpec reportName="dock door results" reportIfEmpty="False"
reportOnlyOnChange="True">
<reportSet set="CURRENT" />
<filterSpec>
<includePatterns>
<pattern>urn:epc:pat:sgtin-96:3.0100110.*.*</pattern>
</includePatterns>
<excludePatterns>
<pattern>urn:epc:pat:sgtin-96:3.0100110.213300.[1002000]</pattern>
</excludePatterns>
</filterSpec>
<groupSpec>
<pattern>urn:epc:pat:sgtin-96:X.X.X.*</pattern>
</groupSpec>
<output includeEPC="True" includeRawHex="True" />
</reportSpec>
<reportSpec reportName="All data" reportIfEmpty="False"
reportOnlyOnChange="True">
<reportSet set="CURRENT" />
<output includeEPC="True" />
</reportSpec>
</reportSpecs>
</ale:ECSPec>

ALE report example:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<ale:ECReports xmlns:ale="urn:epcglobal:xsd:1"
xmlns:epcglobal="urn:epcglobal:xsd:1"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="urn:epcglobal:ale:xsd:1 ale:xsd"
schemaVersion="1.0"
creationDate="6/12/2006 10:23:07 PM"
specName="dock door processer"
date="6/12/2006 10:23:07 AM"
ALEID="virtualserver.wireless.ucla.edu"
totalMilliseconds="24000"
terminationCondition="TRIGGER">
<reports>
<report reportName="dock door results">
<group name="urn:epc:tag:sgtin-96:3.0100110.213200.*">
<groupList>
<member>
<tag>urn:epc:tag:sgtin-96:3.0100110.213200.122233</tag>
</member>
<member>
<tag>urn:epc:tag:sgtin-96:3.0100110.213200.126262</tag>
</member>
<member>
<tag>urn:epc:tag:sgtin-96:3.0100110.213200.122666</tag>
</member>
</groupList>
</group>
<group name="urn:epc:tag:sgtin-96:3.0100110.213122.*">
<groupList>
<member>
<tag>urn:epc:tag:sgtin-96:3.0100110.213122.126622</tag>
</member>
<member>
<tag>urn:epc:tag:sgtin-96:3.0100110.213122.234683</tag>
</member>
<member>
<tag>urn:epc:tag:sgtin-96:3.0100110.213122.166222</tag>
</member>
</groupList>
</group>
</report>
<report reportName="All data">
<group>
<groupCount>
<count>6</count>
</groupCount>
<groupList>
<member>
<tag>urn:epc:tag:sgtin-96:3.0100110.213200.122233</tag>
</member>
<member>
<tag>urn:epc:tag:sgtin-96:3.0100110.213200.126262</tag>
</member>
<member>
<tag>urn:epc:tag:sgtin-96:3.0100110.213200.122666</tag>
</member>
<member>

<tag>urn:epc:tag:sgtin-96:3.0100110.213122.126622</tag>
</member>
<member>
<tag>urn:epc:tag:sgtin-96:3.0100110.213122.234683</tag>
</member>
<member>
<tag>urn:epc:tag:sgtin-96:3.0100110.213122.166222</tag>
</member>
</groupList>
</group>
</report>
</reports>
</ale:ECReports>

